
TRASH COLLECTION BUSINESS PLAN

If YES, here is a complete sample waste management business plan waste and refuse collection and hauling,
hazardous waste collection and hauling.

But there are other steps that must be taken to ensure your ability to operate and succeed. He will be the sole
financial of the company but may likely welcome other business partners when need for expansion arises. That
box from your latest Amazon order. Ensure that all our staff members wear our branded shirts and all our
waste collection trucks are well branded with our company logo et al. Find a used van or truck, and ask about
the appropriate insurance for commercial use. We want to drive sales via the output of our jobs and via referral
from our satisfied customers. Dirty diapers. Obtain the Proper Permits Each state and county enforces its own
rules and regulations for garbage collection businesses. We know that if that is put in place, we will be able to
successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will be more committed to help us
build the business of our dreams. Use friends and family to spread word about our business Post information
about our company and the services we offer on bulletin boards in places like schools, libraries, and local
coffee shops et al Placing a small or classified advertisement in the newspaper, or local publication about our
company and the services we offer Leverage on referral networks such as agencies that will attract clients who
would need our customized services Advertise our waste collection and disposal company in relevant
magazines, newspapers, TV stations, and radio station. Warnings Do not attempt to operate a garbage
collection business without business licenses, insurance and bonding. Save up. As for the detailed cost
analysis for starting a standard waste management company; it might differ in other countries due to the value
of their money. Take for instance, Joe Lewandowski , who in was in the process of acquiring a acre landfill in
New Mexico, when he saw the first of nine truckloads arrive from El Paso, Texas. Attend relevant expos,
seminars, and business fairs et al to market our services Engage in direct marketing approach Encourage the
use of word of mouth marketing from loyal and satisfied students Join local chambers of commerce and
industry to market our services. Keep some in your work vehicle. We are quite aware of how satisfied
customers drive business growth especially businesses like waste collection and disposal services. The fact
that our business door is open to both individuals and corporations means that we will have different price
range for different category of clients. Get a Mobile Phone Nothing is worse than starting a business and not
hearing the phone ring. We know that one of the ways of gaining approval and winning customers over is to
offer our waste collection and disposal services a little bit cheaper than what is obtainable in the market and
we are well prepared to survive on lower profit margin for a while. Every job is different; there are no two
jobs that are alike. Offer discounts for new customers. One accident, or one employee injury can be extremely
costly to your personally if you are not covered legally. Business licenses, geographic plotting and advertising
are steps that can help strengthen the business and keep you organized so you can grow the business. Their
cargo? Lastly, all our employees will be well taken care of, and their welfare package will be among the best
within our category startups waste management companies in the United States in the industry. Build or
purchase a ramp that extends from the ground to the back of your vehicle, which will enable you to roll things
up with the handcart or to carry them up more easily. Consult your state and county for regulations regarding
legal dumping procedures, as well. The tools and equipment that will be used are nearly the same cost
everywhere, and any difference in prices would be minimal and can be overlooked. Obtain proper business
licenses and permits for owning and operating a garbage collection business. Plastic packaging on new
electronics. Purchase business liability insurance, commercial vehicle insurance and bonds for yourself and
employees. All the papers and document has been duly signed and submitted, the loan has been approved and
any moment from now our account will be credited. His new customers were ready for the change.


